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The end of the year is a time of change. We go from school to
home and back again! We start eating outside in the sun and
many of us go on holiday. The summer holidays can herald
lots of changes! Everyone needs support and would benefit
from an effective plan to manage these changes.

Meri Kirihimete to you and your whānau! From Autism New
Zealand and the team that bring you Tilting the Seesaw for
Teams, we hope you all have a safe and happy holiday period!



You and your tamaiti could create a communication passport with a photo and

include some important information about them. This can include things they

love, special interests, sensory notes and diagnosis. This is a wonderful way to

introduce your tamaiti and can be used for relief teachers in the future (PS: keep

it brief!)

Think about their environment. New sounds, movements, uniforms etc. For

example your tamaiti could wear their new school uniform around the house to

get used to the feel of the material

Think about the people they will meet. Who will be their teacher, assistant,

which students will they know, who to go to for help and getting to know office

staff. Ask staff members to prepare a short paragraph about themselves and

provide these to your tamaiti along with a photo of the person

Create a map of the school with toilets, classroom, bags, office, library, etc.

Create visual supports showing times at the school (particularly if things will be

different such as start times, shorter lessons, moving between rooms at high

school, etc.)

Create a video of the new school environment and teachers. This is helpful as

they can play it over and over. Make sure you show the environment how it

actually looks  (video the busy locker area or cloakroom and the playground full

of students rather than empty)

Create Social Stories and photo books. Some tamariki may need information

about why they are changing classrooms or schools. This is something you could

write down in a story for understanding. For example, you may need to let your

tamaiti know that most tamariki change classrooms every year to have a chance

to learn from another teacher

Create a playground schedule with routines, activities, equipment and games in

playground. Arrange a tour of the playground with no one around to help your

tamaiti know where to play, then invite another member of your whānau to join

you so they can get used to others being there too

Think about the lunch routine. Practice using a lunch box, container, drink

bottle, etc. You could practice at a picnic with your whānau

Use a calendar to show when their visits will be and when they will start in their

new class. The calendar can also show holidays

Talk about the before and after school route. Bus, walk or car. Practice the

routine and discuss what to do if transport is late or it is raining. (Some tamariki

are best dropped off right on the bell whilst others love morning activities in the

playground)

Ensure your tamaiti knows where in the new environment they can go to calm

down or access their sensory tools. It’s important that their teacher and

classmates also know about this

Information about interests, strengths, needs and the best ways to support
your tamaiti when they return to school need to be shared between all
involved. Here are some ideas that may make it easier:

TRANSITIONS



Mickey Mouse

15/12/2015

5!

28 Blueberry Street

Lower Hutt

I don't like loud noises

or yelling

I like using pictures to 

show you what I need

I like being outside 

and I love my toy puppy Please use the pictures

my mum has given you

COMMUNICATION PASSPORT EXAMPLE
We have created our own communication passport which you can
download as a PDF here. 

Here is an example of how to fill it out:

https://www.autismnz.org.nz/site_files/25167/upload_files/Communication-Passport-1(1).2.pdf?dl=1


I love counting and maths

and I love to visit the 

school library

At home I like to play with

my toy puppy and watching

Paw Patrol on the TV

I want to be able to know 

the names of shapes and

colours

I want to be able to copy 

the letters of my name

My favourite thing to eat

is an apple because I love

that they are crunchy

My favourite drink is juice

especially orange juice



COMMUNICATION PASSPORT TEMPLATE




